Welcome to ECW Version 10

You will continue to document in the same manner as you currently do. Although there are new features that will be “turned on” down the road, the changes you will see immediately surround the look and feel of ECW Version 10.

For example: As soon as you access your patients Progress Note, you will note 3 new tabs on the top left: Progress Notes, Scribe and Orders and the bottom toolbar has a new Send tab on the bottom left. Both of these features are not turned on at this time but when they are they will add new level of productivity. For now, we ask you not to utilize these two features.

You will see the S symbol in several different displays. The S alerts you there is structured text. If the S is blue indicates Structured Text, if the S is red, it indicates mandatory Structured Text.
You can now click the Purple text within a link and edit rather than having to go into the various links.

Documenting and verifying Current Medications has a new look. The Current Medication screen now has a modern view with tabs for past Rx History, External Rx History, and Drug Interactions and a new Search field and Verified check box.

The Current Medication display also allows you to mark each medication as Taking, Not Taking, Discontinued, or Unknown Status.

**Document Compare Feature**

1. Click on Patient Docs from the Patient Hub
2. The Patient Document window opens, select Search on the toolbar
3. The Document Search window opens
4. Select a date range and then place a check mark next to the document you wish to compare and then select, Compare Document
Treatment Window

The treatment window now has two separate sections for notes (Notes and Clinical Notes).
Locked Prescriptions
Once a user sends the prescription, it is locked for future edits and cannot be deleted from the Telephone Encounter Window or Treatment window.

Access to History of Patient Orders from Manage Orders Screen
1. Click on Lab Hx, DI Hx, or Procedure Dx
2. The Lab, DI or Procedure screen will open

Publish Lab Results to Locked Note
A new feature has been added for lab results that are received after the Progress Note is locked. A Publish to Locked Note checkbox has been added in the Lab Results.

AOEs for Future Orders
Future orders will now have the AOE screen displays when you click Quick Transmit.
Immunization Enhancement

The title of the staff member who administered the immunization vaccine now displays on the Progress Note.

- DT given by Sam Willis, MD. On LA
- Immunization record has been reviewed and is up to date

1. Click the Immunization link to view the Immunization Details Window.
2. The status field is now available for: Pending, Administered, Partially Administered, Not Administered.
3. There is a new look for the Orders “Find” search.

The immunization window now has an Immunization Schedule to display the recommended vaccinations based on the CDC schedule. There is also a Flu Schedule as well as a History tab.

When choosing Not Administered, you can now select a reason why the immunization was not administered. When a patient refuses an immunization we can now document the reason which will display in the Progress Note.

When you have selected a reason it will display in the Progress Note.
Referral Enhancement
The Referral screen now has a Patient Insurance button.

There is a modern look for the Provider lookup screen within the referral screen.

Visit Summary Enhancement
You can now print Procedures, Care Plan, and Care Team Members on the visit summary.
New Tabs on the Right Chart Panel
The Right Chart Panel has been **redesigned to accommodate more than five tabs**

DRTLA Tab Enhancement
**Time periods of 1 year, 2 years, Ordered By Me, and Patient Timeline have been added the DRTLA Tab**
1. From the right chart panel, Click the DRTLA Tab
2. Choose the option from the drop down menu

Show Patient Web Status in View All Reports Screen
The patient’s web enabled status is now displayed in the **View All Reports Screen**

Generate Lab Letters from the View All Reports Window
1. Click on To Be Reviewed or Reviewed tab
2. Place a check mark next to the desired lab
3. Select View All Reports By Visit
4. Click on the Letter Button
Enhancements to the Family History Window

The Family History window has been enhanced to display more detailed information about the patient’s family members.

**Status** - Select the status of a member from the Status drop-down list.

**YOB** - Click in the YOB text box to enter year of birth of the patient. Only numeric values are allowed.

**Age** - Click in the Age text box to enter the age of the patient. Only numeric values are allowed. The age of the patient is automatically calculated if the year of birth is entered first.

Click the More (...) button to enter notes for a patient. When notes have been entered, the More button changes to a Notes button to indicate that notes for the member have been added.

The columns on the window display various diagnosis names.

If an ICD name applies for a family member, you must check a box for at least one family member even if it is the unknown box.